
CENTER FOR GREAT APES / 
FLORIDA-USA

ANAMI SANCTUARY / PARANÁ-
BRAZIL

DISTANCE 12 hour cargo flight 2 hour cargo flight

QUARANTINE In a zoo at Kansas state, 12 hour flight 
from Dallas and 640km by road

In the sanctuary

EXPERIENCE Small sanctuary, hosts 45 chimpanzees 
and orangutans

Sanctuary with 25 chimpanzees, one 
orangutan and several other animals.

ENCLOSURE WITH 
TREES

No, metallic dome enclosures, with nos 
trees

Enclosure with trees built for 
orangutans.

COMPANIONSHIP A lot of orangutans with whom an 
integration will be tried

One female orangutan, Katai, who came 
from Brasilia zoo and needs company.

TIME TO ARRIVE AT 
THE SANCTUARY

Estimated in 3 months, considering the 
quarantine period in the zoo

Immediately

TEAM LANGUAGE English Portuguese and Spanish 

COST Estimated in US 132.765, which can be 
higher

No cost

TRANSPORTATION Airplane, together with vets and 
caregivers, US 44.700 until quarantine 
place

No cost

QUARANTINE Estimated cost of US 14.965 No cost

TRIP TO THE 
SANCTUARY

With the quarantine approved, there will 
be extra cost for more than 1000km of 
transportation (not defined); With a non 
approved quarantine, there is will be the 
return to Buenos Aires (cost not 
defined); In the case North American 
Authorities decide to put her down, no 
cost defined either.

No cost

ACCOMMODATION It charges US 23.000 annually for each 
great ape hosted.

No cost

TIME OF 
ACCOMMODATION

It’s paid three years in advance - US 
70.500. After that the sanctuary 
depends on voluntary donations from 
Argentina and the US.

No cost

FINANCIAL STATUS The sanctuary depends on financial 
donations and on voluntary work.

Completely privately supported, not 
depending on voluntary work. It has an 
employed team and no donations are 
requested.

MEDICAL 
TREATMENT

Depends on donations and voluntary 
work.

Own clinic, with two exclusive vets.

WEATHER It’s located in Florida state, where the 
average temperature is generally high 
and with frequent danger of hurricanes, 
which can harm the facilities.

Moderated weather, with no 
temperature oscillation and stable 
humidity.


